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1 New Features

1. Added the deployment function of sidekey

2. Upgrade function of FDMS2.0 device management list. When the uploaded software is large,

add a loading bar.

3. The newly added FDMS mailbox is filled in by the customer, and provides a modification

entrance in the system settings at the same time.

4. TR-069 adds parameters to modify the backup server protocol

5. Added the function of importing access control list to the security products through TR069



2 Bug Fixes

1. Optimize the address logic issue in address management

2. Improve the process of the landing of web page of server is very slow and cannot be operated

normally

3. Optimize the display effect of the left menu of FDMS2.0

4. Optimize the update of more detailed access control log to log server

5. Improve the issue of auto-filling the text box in Google Chrome

6. Automatic test of FDMS2.0 and hidden function of parameter debugging

7. Fix the issue that debug log cannot be recorded when FDMS2.0 increases settings.

8. Repair the address management in configuration management. It displays the number of

devices is one, but cannot see the device problem when clicking it.

9. Fixed the problem that the server address option of FDMS' provison page could not be

submitted

10. Fixed the issue that setting sidekey in X5U does not take effect.

11. Fixed FDMS mailbox abnormal alarm problem

12. Fixed issues related to FDMS access control cards and user cards

13. Fixed FDMS upgrade ringtone, FDMS prompts that the upgrade is successful but no

upgraded ringtone on the phone

14. Fixed corresponding FDMS uninstall issues

15. Fixed the issue that the setting user name is too long and the page display is abnormal

16. Fixed the abnormal issue of content after switching the model/address/group through alarm

statistics-statistics and re-entered the page.

17. Fixed the abnormal problem when logging in to FDMS model management interface with

sub-account

18. Fixed the problem that ACSLog and UDPLog will still record logs after FDMS shutdowns

the startup debugging

19. Fixed the issue of sorting icon after resetting the password on the device management

interface

20. Fix the issue of using sub-account to log in to view device sip logs, switching dates will

issue multiple post requests, causing the interface to flash and display errors

21. Fixed the issue of configuring phone through FDMS template, template does not take effect

22. Fixed the problem that the alarm rule added by configuration management-rule management

in FDMS is not executed
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